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of universal topdogicd algebra, based in the obvious way on t 
leads in general to a patholo&al situation. The patllolo 
category is changed to a cartesian closed topological category it to a 
topoloaical categorqt endowed with a compatible closed symmel.ric monoidal strut?ure, prtjvided 
that in the latter case, the algebraic operations are expressed in terms of monoidal powers rather 
than the uaud cartesian powers. WiG such base categories, univzsal topological algebra kcomc- 
virtually as well-behaved as ordinary (setbased) universal algebra. 
_. ---u- 
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An obvious approach to universal topological lgebra, suggested by the cla&A 
development of topological groups, topological rings, topologicai lattices etc., is to 
structure objects X of Top (the usual category of topological spaceu) by meaths of
continuous operations od : Xai + Iri;’ (j E Jo) so as to create in the familiar way a 
~arteg~ry Tow (&of topological gebras of arity type CT. WC show however. that 
this approach leads to a pathological situation: the underlying functor 1 I: Top -+ 
Tap may fail to create regular factorizations. Thus Toga! may fail to be algebraic over 
Top, despite being monadic over ‘Fop. 
We proceed to show that the above pathologv disappears when Tap is replacc:d as 
base category by any convenient (i,e+ cartesian closed topological) cpitegory 
is not only algebraic, but even strongly algebraic, hence 
However, all isnot t for Top or other topological mtegories 
is equipped with a quasi-conven,ient structure (i.e. a cl{ 
oidal structure ( x, v) satisfying mild compatibility condition 
now formed via operations with domain X - 
* Thi$ rese’arch wa8 aided by an NSERC grant. 
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powers instead of Cartesian powers as before’) then XO fi is once 
X. 
0.1. For a category /4 to be algebraic over 
1 1 : A+ X (i.e. regular functor in the se 
Algebraic categories over X are complete and cok@ete and be 
tion properties (see [ci]). For A to be s 
(X, x, V) (see appendix CC) means th 
FX*xA+A such thdt 1 IT=Va(Idxl 1) and f- 
morphism (x)fA -)I A. Such A has the via 
functor Q : A* x A+ X, and external tensor 
tensor product 0 : A r A+ A among which 
LTD. Nel [ 12,131 for detelts and further p 
algebraic ategories appear to be a good st 
algebra. Accordingly, it is desirable to kn 
topological algebra are strongIy algebraic 
class of important categories for which this is tile case. (There 
cases not covere ” by universal topological algebra). 
0.2. General convedms. S will denote our chosen category of Csm 
category C we will 0184 
# = #~:C?JW+-*S and x = X&XC-~ 
to denote respectively the horn set functcsr and the Cartesian product furz 
exists). Subcategories are always full and isomorphism closed ex 
wise stated. “Quotient” will be synonymous with “regulaw epimorphism’ ‘. For 
general categorical background, refer to [7] and [9]. 
0.3* Wniveml algebra. Let cy : Jo -+ N = (0, 1,2, . . J 
category with finite products. i he category X(rw is con 
are pairs A = (X, [), where X is an X-object and 6 a &-index 
(operations) 
0 al = ‘Aaj. l X*‘+X (jEJa)e 
Morphisms from A = (X1 6) to I3 = f k’, v) are X-mor~jlisms 
;LJ*, p ha&h 
0.3 nivet-sd rtlgebm with ec?ions. The theory to be pr df 
without diihculty to the eneralization in which o 
nmorphisms of The form 
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rias like tvpologicat vecto? spaces in which continuous 8 
an operation. Just fox the sake -of notational Gmplicity, 
c ~ensc of 0,3 rather than 0.3a. 
universal algebra are we!1 behaved; in gz;articular, 
b&c over S. An obvious approach to universal topological 
rok -cof $ be played by the. usual category Top of 
ctp,n obviously not be strongly algebraic over 
for the latter. This shortcoming is severely felt in theory 
Punction spaces, such as Pontrjagin-type duality (see [121 for a more 
kn). We will now show that the ahsencc of a closed structure inTap 
ti Toprr in general from being algebraic over Top. 
t note [6] that A is algebraic over a tqzaological category X whenever it 
rs and 1 1: A+ X has a left adjoint, is transportable and reflects and 
regular epimorphisms. Xt turns out that for XK: =Tq, A = Topcu th 
in 2.1 through 2.5 below provide proofs (implicitly) for al1 of thes 
propertica except the latter, which is proved in 2.6 by a method not app~licable to 
base categories. The counterexample tofollow implies tkt a ctosed base 
ry OS in fact necessalf in general for preservation of regular epimorphisms. 
1.1. Suppose cr : {O} + N defined by a0 = 2. Then 1 
ils to eveate regular iactorizations (cf. appendix AZ). 
I: Torpn =+ 
. 
. Q wilt denote the space of non-negative rationals (usual topology). But 
W,,={(x,y)~Q~Qix>i, and y>x-i,,} 
where ibl = 2 -“v5,nEN={0,1,2 )... ). Since each i,, is irrational, the lines x = i,, 
y = x - t in the real plane contain no points of Q x Q. Hence W,, forms an open and 
subbpace of Q x Q. We construct he Topo-norphism h : ‘4 + 631 as follows. 
fine IAl = Q x IV, with N discrete and define the continuous binary operation *A by 
(x, W?4 (y, n)= (1, m?t) if (x, yk W,,, 
= (0, *in) elsewhere. 
into the equivalence classes 6 = ((0, ~lr > 1n E N} and (x ; rat) = {(x, rto)) 
G N. Let ISI be the indiscrete space on the set of these classes. 
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$& /( 
h:A+B byR(;s,m)x(~~nt)~:n.x,0ahdk(O 
gular factorization afthl:ia 7&q+. Sin432 a!81 is onto 
e set as 188 but topotogizltdl with the quotient 
bourhoods at 6 in Y are thus formed by the sets 
Remark. The category Tap~t can readf:y be shown to be monad 
Counterexample 1. I shtws pathoiogiwi behavivur of 
monad in “nice” categories. For further exampks of such m 
(bj. 
Tb:rou ghost his seztion W will be a convenient category with defining funetors ! ! 
nd ‘Q a13 &,s;;sc~ ii&d in appendix CC The letters W, X, Y, 25 dlJ dqmstc &j 
ed 5~ sti-zztus*ed s ts (see appendix TC Convention). InterHq sgw 
include %t: UT’ egories Cv (convergence spaces = limit spaces), C$ (compactly 
nefatcd spaces) and o (bornologic& spaces). For references, many fwther 
cxampllts and CM properties of W, see L.D. Nel [IO] and [l 11, 
BY coaistructaon c8 Wsrr (see 0.3) ~$2 P:al;e the commutative diagram 
I \ 
VP& . . . -.- ‘@‘I ‘w 
I 
U==ffw* i 
I I 
I! 
here U 1s the obvious forgetful functor. The mgj”i D sul i of this section will be that 
always an algebraic functor in this context, 
roof It is somewhat ien but uses only well-known 
-I J-1 0 kfb djolnt. 
=. ^ - 
R oons~uction crf free algebras in set based universai 
[Sjj sho;~ that V has a left adjoin?. Lemma 2.1 f 
ngc\f this left adjoint o a left adjoint for f 1 (see 0. Wyler 
Tot mt remlt$ W* Tholen fI51). LI 
: I + Wa be a diagram and fr: : L + B(i) a limit source for 1 f l D. The 
nre furnished by those of the D(i) and the universal 
(21.11 in [Tj). Suppostr f * u = f l tp is a puC3back square. ‘Preen f is a 
qtiotiefit ifad only if the square is ah a puskout. 
lgs). If lhl is a qwtient in W, then h is 4 quotient in War. 
Prod. Given h :A + B, form the piJ?tbact h w u = h 0 v in Wae which exists by 
Lemma 2.3. By 2.2,1 1 carries this sqax .bre to a puliback in W which is also a pushout 
by 2.4 and the hypothesis. By using thf: fact that finite powers of an epimorphism in 
W is an epimorphism, one shows readi& that this pushout lifts. to a pushout in Wat. 
Applying 2.4 in the other direction VI”:, wnciude’that h is a quotient. 0 
0 1 1 mates regular fuctotizutions (see appendix AF2). 
RIM& Letfi:A+B&inI)beasoumeinWaand 
the regular factorization of (lflj)l. The Cartesian closedness of W forces every finite 
product rQ’ to remain a quotient (this fact is crucial for this paper). S;o we can ch\oose 
u,v:;II-+IAtsu~hthatr”‘~u=r”‘~ v represents acoequalizer diagram in and we 
ve, for each j, the commutative diagram 
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Since (m& is 8 mclno-source, P l Op?l * 64 = r 8 "(li l U. 
the desired esperation 0~1: W”’ + W for which the 
commutes. Thus r, W and rni Iift to War. The pro0 
2.5. Cl 
By using Lemmas 2.2, 2.6 and the definition (a 
main result. 
Bw dk Tl-tc:: fwwlor WV - ; IV + W preserves products and this fact furn 
CJ??wr) 1s '&$V a c ;S:~~ural isomorphism 
pW”rrj . i E‘.J’F: 1. q>” j WV l/q”’ 
far each f’. ,ih%w a,rt : t U’VIAl)“i + WVlAltobethecomposition(WP I’u 
3’hjs defines ‘tl;e object WC4 in Wa such that I WrAl = WVIAI. One d&m ff 
and Wf h in an obvious manner to obtain the required funetor r: W* Ub =* 
a. Cl 
The categories of interest in tSopological lgebra re usually not of the tinr\ Wa but 
rather subcategories defined by equational axioms expressing e. 
cotnmutativity or more generally by axioms asserting impli 
tions as in the category of torsion free groups. All such axioms define quoticnb 
ective subcatc:gories (see B. Banaschewski and H. Herrlich [21). in view of this the 
following is of Interest. 
2.9. Theorem. Suppose AL is (strongly) algebraic over W and B is a qmtknt- 
subcategory of A. 7’7zerh B is (strongly) aigcbraic over W. 
‘Prwf. To show B is algebraic,, it is enough to verify (see 2.6, 3.3 in 
orphism h : B --+ B’ that its regular factorization in 
Let p : A + FA denote the -reflection of A. ‘Ilrcn tn h 
ti b p, This implies t p is both quotie 
isornorphisr;l, as required. Finally, the mono-source 
f(x) forces the A-object XI”?3 to lie in the q 
Wa vb 4s defined in terms of an 
car&&s. If W is such that 
pro&% (e.g.-when W = S or E10) then 
I t e al6FgOtie8 W# where @ takes values in an 
I category V quasi-convenbent when it is equipped with 
;(VR W)#Y --, V#(WPY) 
as a natural bijection and are compatibls with the: 
! f : V-43 in the sense that ! ! l 0 = # and that there exist 
a:VR(WffX)+(VXW)XX, h:EXV+V, p:VRE-,V 
lift the symmetric monoidal structure of S. Thus a 
, v) induces on V a closled symmetric monoidal 
~~~~re in thcr dfmss of S. Madme [9]. 
convenient category W the functors x and ‘&I evidentiy furnish a quasi- 
nvenient struaure for W. But whereas a topological category can have at most one 
nt structure, it can have several quasi-convenient s ructures. Every topoto- 
X can be equipped with the poirca~&~ qui;lsi-corsvenienf structure ( k, 
llotlrs: W R X is the object in x such that the epi-sink W x X + W k X 
marphismsidx[x]and[w]xid(wE!W1,xE!X!)isfinal,whereew] 
nstant function with val?\e w ; X 0 Y is the product n,, ix, Y. These 
de~njt~on$ extend to morphisms in an obvious way so as to define functors k, 9 
uasi-convenient structure for X The ciosed structure ( k ) 9) has also been 
rn [14] where >;c is called the semi-final tensor product. 
1 a function f : X A Y + Z is continuous precisely when it is 
vocable at a time. The frequent usefulness of this already Justifies 
tion of quasi-convenient structure a8 gtleralization of conve 
ut furiously enou h, an answer to the following seems to be outstan 
m Do qua&convenient structures other than (x, 
rk), but the results include no 8ttxuSure wikh is%oth.&@d and 
a cbsed monoidal structure for %J& is srbudkd (the mxhmibm 
ah 5s not symmetric and it isremarhed Qe~ercise 7, Ch. III) that R 
the only symmetric tensor pro&MS for WnE, j . y 1 - f’s 
I^ 
now that (V, R, a) is a quasi-convenient ca egory and let VauR denote 
of algebras ofarity type (r formed over V as described in6.3 exwpt that 
are defined in terms of monoidal powers: p = .&? where. !E! has cardinal- 
,YR X, X” = X R Xn-* when it ‘=, 2, 
* Va ft and eve y quotient-refiectivesubcategmy ~fitis.~lgebmk over v. 
far Theorems 2.7 and 2.9. I%te the crucial fact that VX - (as left adjoint 
rves o:xqualizers, whenx quotients are closed under formation of 
r?l~~~~idal powers an@ the proof of Lemma 2.6 apples. Cl 
(a) The results of Sections 2and 3 suggest that topological 
for topological vector spaces, tapalogical lattices etc.) can be 
the larger category CvGr (convergence groups) or 5n T*GP* 
with separately continuous operations) which wiH be advan- 
. The optimal choice of category varies of courSe with 
e has in mind. For further emarks about his and severaI illustrations, 
n only HausdorblF objects in (say) ‘Top& are required, one may be 
orff spaces) w base category, as many authors have 
tiowcver, since:: the Hausdortl objects in Tap& form a 
category H’l’oga,R (say), Theorem 2.9 (cf. 3.5) shows that he 
n be regarded as part of the algebraic structure. This viewpoint 
with the compcniition f forgetful f:rtrctors 
X-+Top+S 
furxtor is algebraic and the other topological; the extremely nice 
. But with HTop as base categolby, 
sic nor topological, at best semi- 
not as nice to w th. Similar considerations hold of course for 
et point-separation axioms [e.g. 
in the category PO (preordered sets). 
Pfow~~, since no known category 
omea excluded by it, and si,r,ce this axiom is importamit for
o thi; one, the use of topof 
+ The termsandconcepts defined below are well known but occur in the lit 
with tiveral variations. We restate them here to avoid confusion and also for 
referenoe. 
TC. X is a topological category if there is specified an under/y&z 
such that TCI, . ,,. , TC4 hold: 
Tcf? I_ 1 creatq ~@&ql~ow~~~ i.e- for every (possibly empty or proper) cl 
of X-objects and for every source UC : S + !Xi! (i in I) in S there exists preci 
source tii :X + xi: in X with !Ei! = ui and which is ! !-initial i.e. for every sour 
wi : W -) Xi and every S-morphism u such that !wi! = !&! 0 v for all i, there ~x~s~~ 
X-morphism u’ such t;rat J& l B = Wi and !3! rt= v.
‘TC2, For every S in S the fibre (x E Xl !JU = S} has a representativ 
TC3. If !X! = ! Y! = {p} (a singleton) then X = YD 
TO1. If !X! = ! Y! = 8, then X = Y. 
Rem&~. The inclusion of TC4 (which has mostly been omitted in th 
matter of technical expedience rather than necessity: inits absence the erupt 
must sometimes be singled out for special treatment. More substantial v 
occur through ommission ofone or both TC2, TC3; also by weakening 7’Cl 
demand only that initial mono-sources becreated. 
TC CQPIV~R~O~~ The objects of the topological category X are regarded (v, it~~~~ 
essential loss of generality) as structured sets. Accordingly, the horn set 
regarded as a subset of ?X! # ! Y! whose members f are characterized by
CC. One calls W a convenient category if it is equipped with a pair of fun 
!!:W-,SandV:wXW+Wsuchthat: 
Ccl. (W, ! !) is a topological category. 
CC2. The internal ham functor V satisfies ! ! l V = # and admits the ~~~~~ 
bijection 
defined by g(f)(w)(x) =&v, #)- 
be a category with rt?gular factori2ations (i.e. ever 
guPp “;~~imo~hisrn followed by a mono-so 
any topological cate 
l 
Concerning “Open question 3.3”, J. Cincura (Comment. Math. tMv. 
20 (1979) 431-446) established that Top has no qu&con 
than the pintwise one. According to G. Grwe (very mnt 
quasi-convenient s ructures different km the pchteoise or 
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